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Abstract: Research objectives: An analysis of the evolution of the land-law institution of soyurghal which was applied during the 15th–19th centuries in the Chinggisid and non-Chinggisid states that arose after the disintegration of the Mongol Empire and its uluses. This work is an attempt to clarify the reasons behind the preservation of this imperial legal institution during the post-imperial period, along with the points of commonality and differences which emerged during its evolution in the different states and regions of Asia.

Research materials: This research is based on wide range of historical and legal sources with information on soyurghal and its evolution. There are yarliks (or firmans) of monarchs (patents and letters), historical chronicles, along with treatises on the political and administrative structure of post-imperial states. The author analyses the documents of the Kazan, Crimean, Bukharan, and Khivan khanates, as well as Kashgharia, the states of Aq-Koyunlu and Qara-Kouynlu, Safavid Iran, and Mogul India. This research is also based on results of scholars who have already discussed soyurghal of the imperial and post-imperial period: M. Abduraimov, K.A. Antonova, A.M. Belenitskiy, P.P. Ivanov, A.K.S. Lambton, V.F. Minorskiy, Sh.F. Mukhamed’yarov, I.P. Petrushevskiy, M.A. Usmanov, etc.

The novelty of the study: The presented article is the first attempt to compare the evolution of institution of soyurghal based on a wide range of sources from different states and epochs to clarify basic trends of this evolution and find the reasons for using different categories of soyurghal in different states to a greater or lesser extent.

Research results: The author finds that during the 15th–19th centuries the institution of soyurghal had three meanings: land investiture for vassals (state and military officers), land investiture for state officers and clergy, and lastly a grant from the monarch to his subject in general. These different kinds of soyurghal were used in all states which were analyzed in the article. The conclusion is that this land-law institution was used in fact throughout the whole area of the former Mongol Empire and that this imperial legal tradition was preserved during the period after the disintegration of the empire itself.
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Introduction

The land-law institution of soyurghal was established in the second part of the 14th c. and widely used in the imperial states – successors of the Mongol Empire: Chaghatay Ulus (Timurid Empire) [23], the Golden Horde [14, p. 112–139] and Iran of Jalayirids [17, p. 210, 213, 215, 239]. In fact, it was a “modification” of the similar institution of iqta which was a landownership of military aristocracy in the Islamic states since the pre-Mongolian times and was adopted by the Chinggisids. But, in contrast to iqta, soyurghal was closer connected with immunities in taxation, administrative and judicial spheres. Scholars are inclined to connect soyurghal with the status of tarkhan: this status gave personal immunities (and even hereditary, for several generations), and soyurghal gave the same immunities to land tenures of tarkhans (also hereditary) [38, p. 324].

Origination of soyurghal was reasoned by long-term civil wars in the Chinggisid Uluses in the middle – second half of the 14th c.: rival claimants for the throne were interested in loyal vassals and tried to provide this loyalty by giving them vast land tenures with immunities in different legal spheres. As the role of military aristocracy increased after disintegration of the Chinggisid Uluses in the 15th–16th cc., the practice of granting of soyurghals was preserved in the post-imperial states including even these of them which rejected the legacy of the Mongol Empire in general (such as the states of Aq-Koyunlu, Qara-Kouynlu and Savafids in Iran or the Great Moguls of India).

The analysis of institution of soyurghal in the political and economical aspects in imperial period was done by famous scholars A.M. Belenitskiy (on a base of the Timurid state) [11; 23], I.P. Petrushevskiy (on a base of the Mongolian Iran) [32], A.P. Grigor’ev (on a base of the Golden Horde) [14]. Some researchers paid attention on the evolution of soyurghal in the post-imperial states: Sh.F. Mukhamed’yarov (Kazan Khanate), M.A. Usmanov (Kazan and Crimean Khanates) [26; 40], M. Abduraimov, P.P. Ivanov, R.N. Nabiev (Bykharan Khanate) [1–3; 16; 28], O.A. Evendiev, Sh.F. Farzaliyev, V.F. Minorskiy, I.P. Petrushevskiy, A.K.S. Lambton (Iran during the rule of Aq-Koyunlu, Qara-Kouynlu and Savafids) [12; 13; 24; 33; 34], K.A. Antonova (the Mogul India), etc. But all of these scholars paid attention to specific states and didn’t make their aim to analyze the institution of soyurghal and its evolution in comparative legal context.

So, we are intended to analyze the evolution of soyurghal in different states on the space of the former Mongol Empire, clarify similar features and differences of its using in different states and regions and reasons of them. The source base for our research include a wide range of historical and legal monuments. Among them are yarliks and firmans of the khans of Kazan, Crimea, Bukhara, shahs of Iran, emperors of the Mogul India, historical chronicles of Bukhara, Khiva, India, political treatises of Safavid Iran, etc. Analysis of these sources allowed us to recognize three principal kinds of soyurghal, and it makes sense to examine in details each of them.

1 I.P. Petrushevskiy in one of his early works dated the beginning of the use of soyurghals by the 13th c. [33, p. 58], but later revised his views.
The land investiture for military officers

The main (and, in fact, original) kind of soyurghal as land investiture was a land tenure for military officers. Firstly it was a “material supplement” for status of tarkhan and provided the taxation, administrative and judicial immunity not only for granted person himself but also for his land possession [2, p. 101; 26, p. 119]. Of course, such privileges provided loyalty of land-owners to their monarch – especially because even hereditary soyurghal had to be confirmed either by the next monarch, or to the heir of the previous owner (defterdar) [41, p. 43–45, 47, 73]².

At the same time each defterdar was, in fact, the absolute owner of his soyurghal: he had the full, administrative, tax and judicial authority on the people who lived within the borders of soyurghal, and officers of khans or shahs didn’t have right to enter into his tenure [see e.g. 34, p. 231–232]³. And if tax collector for some reason took any collected levies or taxes from the soyurghal, the monarchs issued special edicts (firmans) to return the collected sum to the owners [34, p. 238–239].

In the 15th–16th cc. soyurghals for the military officers were extensive land possessions (regions with numerous settlements and even cities). This practice was widespread in all former uluses of the Mongol Empire: in the Jochi Ulus (Kazan and Crimea), the Central Asia (Bukhara and Khiva), Iran (states of Aq-Koyunlu, Qara-Kouynlu and Safavids).

Firstly the owners of soyurghals were tarkhans who were representatives of the “qara suyek” (“black bone”) or non-privileged class by birth and acquired privileges of the “aq-suyek” (“white bone⁴”), including immunities. But already since the 16th c. the authority of the Chinggisids substantially decreases at the simultaneously rise of influence of tribal clans’ aristocracy, and members of the “Golden Blood Line” (descendants of Chinggis Khan) also became the owners of soyurghals at the same terms as representatives of “qara-suyek” [2, p. 103].

The first examples of this trend took place in the state of Mukhammad Shaybani Khan (1500–1510) in the beginning of the 16th c.: after conquest of the Timurid state in Chaghatay Ulus (Mawrannahr) he granted with soyurghals his close relatives – son Mukhammad-Timur-sultan, cousins Khamza-sultan and Makhdi-sultan, uncles Kuchkunji-sultan and Soyunj-Khoja-sultan, etc. – as well as his loyal vassals from the clan aristocracy. So, Jan-Wafa-biy the Durman obtained Herat as soyurghal, Qambar-biy the Naiman – Marv, Kepeq-biy the Qushchi – Balkh, etc. [15, p. 133; 16, p. 23]. The same policy was continued by one of the most famous Bukharian khans, Abdallah II (1563–1598) who also granted many of his relatives (at that not only Uzbek, but also Kazakh sultans) with soyurghals [15, p. 264; 16, p. 26; 18, p. 223]. The relatives of the Bukharian Shaybanids, Arabshakhids of Khiva used the same practice: according to Firdaws al-iqbal, for example, Aqatay Khan “granted Kat to the two sons of Qal Khan [his nephews – R.P.]” [15, p. 444; 5].

² But we don’t have an information that heir had to pay for confirmation of his rights [26, p. 124], as it was in medieval Europe for feud (“relief”).

³ It looks like an “udel” (appanage) in the Russia of the 12th–16th cc. or “pomest’e” (estate) in the Russian Empire of the 18th – middle of the 19th cc.

⁴ The representatives of the aq-suyek formally were only members of the Chinggisid family (only by male line), seyyids and khojas.

⁵ The statement of P.P. Ivanov that Kepeq-biy got Khorezm as soyurghal [16, p. 23] don’t represent the facts: he was only an ataliq of the young Pulad-sultan, grandson of Shaybani Khan who was appointed by his grandfather the nominal ruler of Khorezm.
The same practice was used also by descendants of Chaghatay – the khans of Kashgharia: different sultans gained soyurghals from khans individually or as heirs of their fathers [15, p. 387, 406].

Of course, giving of soyurghals to the members of khans’ families was not aimed at strengthening the positions of ruling family: on the contrary, authoritative khans intended to reduce the status of their relatives (and often – rivals) to the same level as tribal leaders. As representatives of “qara-suyek”, Chinggisids-defterdars also could be deprived of their soyurghals on the will of khan at any time [16, p. 69; 26, p. 124–125]. Above mentioned Mukhammad Shaybani Khan more than once changed the owners of soyurghals and replaced his relatives by more loyal military commanders from the tribal aristocracy [see e.g. 15, p. 134]. According to Khaﬁz-i Tanysh Bukhari, of Shaybanid regional rulers, Khudayberdy-sultan decided to change his hereditary soyurghal in Karshi for soyurghal of his relative Klych-Qara-sultan in Sagardj: the latter was a cousin of powerful Abdallah Khan, and the owner of Karshi expected that this monarch wouldn’t take the soyurghal of his close relative [18, p. 150]!

If the power of supreme rulers became weaker, and they had to share it with inﬂuential relatives, they also let them right to grant soyurghals. So, in the Crimean Khanate of the second part of the 16th c. soyurghals were given by qalgha-sultan Mukhammad-Geray (further Mukhammad-Geray II, 1577–1584) in 1576, Fatkh-Geray-sultan (further Fatkh-Geray II, 1596) in 1595 and even khan’s daughter Mikhri-sultan-khani in 1588 [41, p. 44, 53, 55].

When the Chinggisids were removed from the power in the Central Asian khanates, the right to grant soyurghals to military ofﬁcers was transferred to their heirs – new rulers of these states. So, the emirs of Bukhara granted soyurghals even in the ﬁrst part of the 19th c. And the last example of using this kind of such land-law institution, as we know, took place in 1870s in the Jetyshahr – the state of Yaqub-beq in Kashgharia (1864–1877): he uses this imperial institution to stimulate the loyalty and effective administration of his regional governors: they had to collect taxes for his treasure and participate in his military operations (as their predecessors even in the imperial period!), but besides that had an absolute power in their tenures. This practice allowed Yaqub-beq to rule without strong centralization of power and had control over regional rulers [40, p. 113–114].

Absolute power of defterdars on the territory of soyurghal and their numerous privileges and immunities were under the control of monarchs and central state authorities. Each yarlik or firman on granting the soyurghal was ﬁxed in special registers (defters) as well as terms of possession: exemption of payment of all or speciﬁc taxes, judicial immunity or not, etc. Persian and Indian political treatises contain valuable information on the state structures with functions to track the holding of soyurghals and discharge the duties by their owners as well as propriety of oﬃcial patents for soyurghals. Such functions were entrusted to viziers themselves, heads of divans of some high-level tax collectors [5, p. 46; 20, p. 111; 25, p. 78; 27, p. 15–16].

An interesting anachronism connected with such practice takes place in the “Qara Tavarikh” by Utemish-khadji, the Khivan author of the middle of 16th c.: he mentioned that Chinggis Khan gave conquered territories as soyurghals to his sons and grandsons [31, p. 20, 26]. Of course, the historian transferred realities in Khiva of his times to the early imperial period.
The land investiture for clergy and state officers

The 15th c. became an era of fight against the Chinggisid political and legal heritage headed by the Islamic clergy. It strongly demanded from rulers of the post-imperial Turkic-Mongol states to reject imperial state and legal institution including soyurghals. Monarchs of non-Chinggisid dynasties who needed the religious support to legitimate their rights for the throne couldn’t ignore such demands. But at the same time they needed the loyalty of powerful clan aristocracy and high-level commanders who owned the hereditary soyurghals and didn’t want to lose their benefits and privileges.

In search of compromise Uzun Hasan, the ruler of Aq-Qoyunlu (1453–1478) already in the second half of the 15th c. began to grant with soyurghals the influential representatives of Islamic clergy equally to emirs and military commanders [12, p. 172]. The Safavids who came to power not only as temporal but also as religious leaders continued this practice and since the times of shah Takhmasp I (1524–1576) gave even more soyurghals to clergy [10, p. 28; 34, p. 235]. A temporal and military officers saved only their hereditary soyurghals 7.

The soyurghals of clergy, however, also became hereditary and from time to time there were conflicts among heirs, and rulers had to solve them and divide landownership among two or more heirs [8, p. 163–164; 21, p. 44, 51]. No need to say that such cases also became a reason of diminishing of the size of soyurghals in the post-imperial states.

It’s interesting that descendants of Chinggis Khan in their states also practiced granting Islamic clergy with soyurghals: after fall of imperial states their authority, as we already mentioned, substantially decreased, and they needed in religious ground of their power no lesser than non-Chinggisid rulers, their rivals. In the second half of the 16th c. Crimean Gerays began to grant khojas with soyurghals [41, p. 49]. Even powerful Shaybanids – such as Nawruz Akhmad Khan (1551–1556) or Abdulla Khan, – gave and confirmed soyurghals to seyids, khojas and ulama. According to the “Treatise on tithe and haradj lands” by Arif Bukhari, at the end of the 18th c. soyurghal became an ownership of clergy whereas military aristocracy gained only tankha [6, p. 17; 35, p. 197].

But the most radical transformation of soyurghal from temporal to clerical landownership took place in the Mogul India during the reign of shah Akbar I (1556–1605). He replaced soyurghals for military aristocracy by new land-law institution – “jaghir” [7, p. 249] and left soyurghals only as clerical landownership, at that firstly he gave them to Islamic clergy (“aimê”, i.e. imams), but after his religious reform began to grant with soyurghals also Parsees and Hindus [8, p. 155–156; 9, p. 44, 58] 9.

As substantial part of officials in Turkic-Mongol states were representatives of Islamic clergy, no wonder that at the same time the practice of granting them with soyurghals also took place.

7 For example, in 1656 shah Abbas II (1642–1666) by own firman confirmed the soyurghal of emir who inherited it from his father, who, in his turn, gained firman from Safi I (1629–1642), father of Abbas, to confirm his own inheritance of soyurghal from his father in 1638 [21, p. 44, 46–47].

8 If representative of clergy decided to change a military career, he obtained not soyurghal, but jaghir [8, p. 158]

9 In search of “Indian” equivalent for Turkic word soyurghal Akbar used in some of his firmans word “madad-i me’ash” [8, p. 160–161].
The tradition of granting the state officers with soyurghal took place even in the 14th c.: according to “Dastur al-qatib” by Muhammad Nakhchivani, the Jalayirids provided with such landownership high-ranking officers – sahib-divan, etc. [20, p. 107]. However, it was not a wide-spread practice and it became usual only since the 16th–17th cc. when sheikhs ul-Islam, cadis and keepers of shrines also gained soyurghals [8, p. 167; 15, p. 490; 28]. The main difference of this kind of landownership from soyurghals of military officers and clergy was that they owned their soyurghals only while they kept their positions. For example, if the keeper of shrine was moved to another position, his soyurghal passed to his successor in this shrine [8, p. 167]. At that if son inherited the position of his father, soyurghal, in fact, became hereditary landownership – but, in any case, it was necessary to obtain confirmative yarlik from khan10.

The grants of monarch to his subject in general

The original meaning of the Turkic word “soyurghal” was “reward”, “bounty” from ruler to his subject: it was used already in early Turkic times [19, p. 513]. It kept this meaning in the Mongol empire, in the age of Chinggis Khan and his nearest successors [26, p. 118; 30, p. 75]. As we could see above, since the 18th c. it turned into land-law institution, but it is strange enough that even in the 16th–17th cc. soyurghal from time to time was used in its original meaning.

In the 1570s Baba-sultan, the Bukharan prince and long-term rival of Abdallah II, decided to make it up with khan and asked for soyurghal – not as landownership but as charity and forgiveness [19, p. 233]11.

In letters of Crimean khans, sultans and ever high state officials (viziers, etc.) we also could find word “soyurghal” as “reward”, at that khan Islam-Geray III (1644–1654) and his nuraddin-sultan Ghazi-Geray asked Russian tsars Mikhail Fyodorovich (1613–1645) and Alexei Mikhailovich (1645–1676) to grant with soyughal their ambassadors. Crimean viziers asked the same Russian rulers for “kazna” (“treasure”) to representatives of Geray house and soyughals for their servants. In his turn the treasurer of khan in his letter informed tsar Mikhail that he granted Russian ambassadors with soyurghal [4, p. 215, 454, 507, 511, 560, 568, 619].

In the “Tadhkirat al-Muluk” the pay-roll is cited where expenditure for soyurghals and other grants exceeded 36 700 dinars: or course, here is a question of rewards, not a land-law institution [25, p. 109; see also: 26, p. 118–119].

And, at last, one more interesting example of soyurghal took place in Ferghana in 1578: regional ruler Muhammad-Khashim-sultan granted emir Ibrahim with soyurghal for reconstruction of aryk: his grant was an immunity from taxation of 1/5 of his harvest [28, p. 27].

The decline of soyurghal

As we noticed above, the owners of soyurghals in the early post-imperial period had many privileges in relations with state authorities and were absolute suze-

---

10 R.N. Nabiev published a series of ‘khans’ confirmative yarliks to hereditary cadis of Ferghana, who from generation to generation took up this position and, consequently, had soyurghal [28; see also: 8, p. 168].

11 Such use of soyurghal (“sojurqa-, erin kä”) took place in the early medieval Turkic-language Turfanese texts [29, p. 513].
Already in the 17th c. Bukharan rulers began to impose taxes on soyurghals and deprive their owners of immunities in administrative and judicial spheres. To avoid discontent of powerful defterdars, khans and then emirs of Bukhara began to grant them with new form of privileged possession – darbast (darubast) equal to earlier soyurghals [2, p. 127; 35, p. 37]. Sometimes rulers used compromise in the land-legal policy and granted heirs of soyurghal owners with “soyurghal with rights of darubast”, and that allowed owners to save their privileges and immunities [2, p. 127; 37, p. 55].

Owners who were in emir’s good graces had chance to transform their soyurghals into “mulk-i khurr” (“white” private land property with tax immunity): this practice was used by the rulers of Bukhara and Kashgharia in the 16th–17th cc. [2, p. 107; 28, p. 26]. But such examples were few in number, and the most part of defterdars became not absolute owners but only receivers of revenues from soyurghals12, whereas the administrative and judicial power over them passed to khans’ officers [2, p. 104–105, 111]13.

To meet the demands of clergy the Persian shahs obliged the owners of soyurghals to pay Islamic taxes ushr and others [27, p. 16]14. In the 17th c. the owners of soyurghals in Iran also should pay some “presents”: in fact there were taxes to maintain state officials who didn’t get a salary. So, according to “Dastur al-Muluk” (treatise of the edge of the 17th – 18th cc.), each soyurghal should pay 90 dinars in favor of chief of tax collectors, 50 dinars in the favor of munshi al-mamlak (head copyist), 14 dinars in favor of copyists, 17 dinars in the favor of daruga (manager) of chancellery, etc. [27, p. 46–47, 64, 75, 80, 81]. And in the 18th c. according to “Tadhkirat ak-Muluk (c. 1725), chief vizier had from soyurghals 714 dinars [25, p. 86]. And the most part of soyurghals in this period was transformed into small ownerships over little settlement.

Just before the Russian conquest of the Central Asia, the soyurghal, in fact, disappeared from land law of khanates: the only forms of tenures given by khans to their officers were amlyak and tankha and they were not provided with wide range of privileges and immunities as soyurghal [22, p. 116–118].

Conclusion

As we could see, the institution of soyurghal in its three principal kinds was widely used in all states and regions of the space of the former Mongol Empire. The only exception, possibly, was the Mogul India during the reign of the emperor Akbar who used soyurghal only as investiture for clergy (at that not only Islamic one): we suppose that the reason of this approach was Akbar’s thoroughgoing reli-

---

12 It looked similar to the early medieval European land-law institution of benefit (in particular in Carolingian France).
13 For example, Imam-Quli Khan of Bukhara (1611–1642) granted Khoja Yusuf with several settlements as soyurghal with benefit of 10 thousand khani [16, p. 81], i.e. this owner had right only to get only revenue from these settlements, not to govern them or judge their inhabitants.
14 In firmans of Akbar Shah of India at the end of the 16th and even in yarliks of Amir Khaydar of Bukhara (1800–1826) in the first quarter of the 19th c. soyurghals were exempted from payment of zaket and haradj [2, p. 108; 8, p 160–161; see also, 1; 3].
gious reforms and did not reflected the situation in the land law of the post-imperial Turkic-Mongol world in general.

Earlier we already had an opportunity to see that the same situation was with another Mongol imperial legal institution, tamgha, which also was preserved and used for years after the fall of the empire and its direct heirs [36]. So, we have reasons to state that soyurghal also became an effective legal institution even in the states which rejected the Chinggisid political and legal heritage in general but preferred to save some useful institutions with some transformation and modifications because of the position of Islamic clergy and own political interests.

The case of soyurghal allows us to consider the post-imperial Turkic-Mongol world as a common legal space on a base of widely used imperial institutions. It doesn’t mean that all states of this space were in a political unity, but they based their legal relations on the same institutions and principles, that gave them an opportunity to interact more effectively and even allowed to adopt easily to political and legal realities of another state if it conquered one or another region of the neighboring one.

We wish, this research allowed to continue the study of using Mongol imperial legal institutions and rules in the post-imperial Turkic-Mongol world to make sure that imperial law deeply influenced on legal development of the states of this region and caused future integration on the Eurasian space.
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Цель исследования: целью настоящей статьи является анализ развития земельно-правового института союргала в чингизидских и нечингизидских государствах, выделившихся из состава Монгольской империи и ее улусов и существовавших в XV–XIX вв. Предпринимается попытка выявить причины сохранения этого имперского земельно-правового института в пост-имперский период, сходства и различия эволюции союргала в разных странах и регионах Азии.

Материалы исследования: основу исследования составляют исторические и историко-правовые памятники, содержащие сведения о союргале и дающие возможность проследить его эволюцию в рассматриваемый период – ханские ярлыки (жалованые грамоты и послания), исторические летописи, хроники, трактаты о политическом и административном устройстве пост-имперских государств. Анализируются документы Казанского и Крымского ханств, среднеазиатских ханств (Бухарского и Хивинского), Кашгарии, государств Ак-Коюнлу, Кара-Коюнлу и Сефевидов в Иране.

* Данное исследование выполнено при финансировании Национального исследовательского университета «Высшая школа экономики», Санкт-Петербург, грант № 18-IP-01.
империи Великих Моголов в Индии. Методологическую основу исследования составляют труды исследователей, ранее обращавшихся к изучению института сюоргала в имперский и пост-имперский периоды – М. Абдураимова, К.А. Антоновой, Б.А. Ахмедова, А.М. Беленицкого, П.П. Иванова, Э. Лэмбтона, В.Ф. Минорского, Ш.Ф. Мухамельярова, И.П. Петрушецкого, М.А. Усманова и др.

Инновация исследования состоит в том, что впервые предпринимается попытка на обширном сравнительно-правовом материале проанализировать основные тенденции в развитии института сюоргала практически на всем пространстве бывшей Монгольской империи, выделить основные направления этого развития, выявить причины, почему отдельные виды этого земельно-правового института получили большее или меньшее развитие в отдельных государствах.

Результаты исследования: автор приходит к выводу, что в XV–XIX вв. институт сюоргала разделялся на три вида: земельное пожалование служилой знати, земельное пожалование представителям духовенства (в первую очередь мусульманского) и пожалование со стороны монарха своим верноподданным или даже иностранцам в целом. Разные виды сюоргалов в той или иной степени применялись практически на всем пространстве бывшей Монгольской империи, что позволяет сделать вывод о живучести имперской правовой традиции и отдельных правовых институтов даже через несколько веков после распада самой империи.

Ключевые слова: Монгольская империя, чингизидские государства, Улус Джучи, Чагатайский улус, Сефевидский Иран, империя Великих Моголов, право Монгольской империи, мусульманское право, привилегии и иммунитеты
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